Setting the analytical expressions for absorption rates (or sink strengths) is the starting point of any mean field calculation of reaction-diffusion dynamics, such rate equations cluster dynamics. The order and kinetics of each type of reaction depends on the dimensionality of the interacting particles' mobility. These mobilities are known to be notably complex when it comes to describe the random walk of dislocation loops formed for example irradiated materials: they may undergo 1D random excursions on their glide cylinder prior to a rotation of their Burger's vector. The overall is often described as a "mixed 1D to 3D" mobility (noted here 1DR) for which cluster sink strengths (CSS) expression exist in the literature but only with respect to a fixed sink. In this paper we first review all the available CSS expressions for the all the relevant combinations of reaction partners mobilities for a complete parametrization then, we investigate the validity conditions of some, and we treat crucial missing cases such as the interaction between two 1D-mobile species in the general case. The analysis relies on exploiting the equivalence (under specified conditions) between 1D − 1D absorption rates and a 2D one with respect to a fixed sink. Further exploiting the implications of this analogy, we show that the CSS are expected to evolve with diffusion coefficient ratio of both species elevated at exponents which are characteristic of the dimensionality of both random walks. These terms may completely change the magnitude of CSS compared to the pure 3D-CSS expression, whereas the other terms of the CSS can have a quite comparable magnitude in both cases. These CSS expressions are established for all combinations of "pure mobilities" (i.e. either purely 3D or purely 1D, rotation energies being respectively 0 or very large) and thus correspond to limiting cases of the uncovered general case of two interacting 1DR-mobile specie with a couple of finite rotation energies. Theses new analytical expressions will be use as limiting cases for a semi-analytical expression proposed in a companion paper.
Introduction
Random walk are widely present in mathematical modeling, physics and biology at many different scales: from living beings movement, colloidal particles aggregation at various length scales, down to atomic diffusion processes. The point defects clusters are of primary importance for the concern of reactor lifetime management, because they condition the evolution of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and reactor internal structures materials macroscopic properties. The same considerations hold for fusion reactor components such as the tungsten divertor. In complement to accelerated irradiation experiments, simulation methods can provide both insight and validation of the mechanisms elementary mechanisms of defects and solute interactions. Among simulation methods, kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC) type methods and rate-equations cluster-dynamics (RECD) type ones are commonly used, often to complement each other. Indeed, on one hand, with KMC type methods, reactions between defect clusters can be quite readily implemented, once the associated energies are parameterized, one is then limited by the number of individual reaction events that the computing units can perform to predict the long term evolution. On the other hand, RECD type mean-field methods do not suffer so dramatically from such a limitation, as they consist in solving directly in time and possibly in cluster-size space balance equations for the evolution of homogenized cluster concentrations. The homogenization step requires an explicit accounting for all reaction rates that affect the cluster concentration evolution, that is: absorptions creating new clusters of size n, absorptions feeding other classes of clusters, and absorptions to fixed sinks (representing dislocation lines and grain boundaries present in the material) if the clusters of the considered class n are mobile, emissions of mobile clusters also contributing positively or negatively to the balance. This implies that expressions for absorption rates (or the related cluster sink-strengths, abbreviated "CSS" hereafter) accounting for the foreseen geometry and mobility of reacting species must be implemented in the rate-equations. The required cluster sinks strengths expressions (CSS) for three-dimensionally mobile species (3D) are well know from the literature including cases where one of the reactants is a fixed sink (noted hereafter "3D − 0", "0" standing for the second reaction partner being immobile) and small complications like accounting for the toroidal geometry of loops, as well as cases where both species have a mobility described by a 3D random-walk (noted "3D − 3D"). The state-of-the-art also encompasses absorptions of a one-dimensionally mobile specie by a fixed sink ("1D − 0"), which historically arose from treatment of the recombination between a crowdion and a vacancy. More recent treatments [2] have included the observed possibility for small interstitial clusters to have a mixed mobility, intermediate from pure 3D-mobility to pure 1D-mobility (referred as "1D to 3D" in the literature, and noted here "1DR − 0" standing for "1D random walk with random rotations of the glide direction with respect to a fixed sink"). This mixed mobility corresponds to trajectories where the defects performs sequences of 1D-jumps before rotating its glide direction and pursuing the trajectory in a 1D fashion but of a variant of the crystallographic direction. As transmission electron microscopy investigations in both low alloy and concentrated irradiated steels [3, 4, 5] have confirmed the 1D-character of the motion of visible dislocations loops and because molecular dynamics simulation [6, 7, 8, 9] suggest the gradual transition from 3D-motion (relevant to single interstitials in some systems) to 1D-motion (as expected for larger dislocation loops), adequate rate-theory modeling of defect clusters evolution should include CSS for 1DR − 1DR reactions, i.e. reactions between two clusters of any type mixed mobility (which also encompasses pure 3D and and 1D mobilities). Indeed, expressions of CSS for 1D − 0 or 1DR − 0 cases alone are of limited practical use if the whole RECD parameterization is not completed with the reactions between these mobiles species (1D − 1D or 1DR − 1DR type CSS).
There are two main approaches to calculate CSS: a continuous medium pair-diffusion problem (as formulated by Waite [10] ) with Smoluchowski type boundary conditions, or a "first-passage" formulation accounting for the random-walk character of the migration paths. When an analytical solution for the CSS exists, the first approach is in general more easy as it relies on usual methods to solve differential equations. The drawback is that in the case of very complex mobilities such as 1DR ones which imply two types of random events, it is very difficult to formulate the problem in terms of continuous pair-diffusion equation. The second method is somehow more flexible as it naturally accounts for the random-walk aspect of the mobilities, but it requires a larger variety of solving methods [11] when they exist. Our goal in this paper is to provide limiting cases to the most general expression for CSS that encompasses all the possible type (from pure 3D to pure 1D and including mixed cases 1DR) for both reaction partners and also accounting for the variability in the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient. This general CSS calculation problem will sometimes be noted hereafter "1DAR − 1DBR"
1 . Given the complexity of the assumptions needed for the more simple case of 1DR − 0 CSS [2] , a global solution of the "1DAR − 1DBR" absorption rate seems out of reach in the short term, and to our knowledge of the literature, the few authors that have pointed out this necessity did not attempt to consider them but have used either the questionable assumption that they should be simply equal to the 3D − 0 CSS expression (they are deliberately not referenced in this paper) without any tentative of justification. Other authors have recognized the difficulty to establish their analytical expression and advised in the absence of anything better to treat them as additional fitting parameter ranging from 1D − 0 to 3D − 0 CSS [13] . Even fewer authors [14] have pointed out from their simulation results that this type of approximation may be too crude because in the simple case of 1DA − 1DA interactions with both diffusion coefficients being equal, a simple analogy with 2D − 0 [15] shows us that it should not be simply equal the 3D − 0 CSS. Yet, a first limitation of their results is that it does not indicate how to handle DA = DB cases. This extension is given in section 8. This is done after a brief reminder in sections 2 and of the known results on CSS to be used: 1D − 0 in section 4 and 1DR − 0 in section 5. A model is proposed in section 6 to justify the equivalence between two 1D-random walks and 2D one with respect to a fixed sink. Then further exploiting this equivalence allows to transpose results from systems with diffusion anisotropy with respect to a fixed sink to CSS relevant limiting cases: 1DA − 1DB (section 8) and 1DA − 3DB (section 7). In the Annex A a correction on CSS accounting for the non-orthogonality of glide direction is provided.
Framework for sink-strength analytical calculations
In rate equation cluster dynamics (RECD) [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] implementing the absorption rates between interacting clusters classes (or equivalently cluster sink-strengths) is a crucial step of the built-up of the model. To its simplest form where the only reaction occurring is for two species A and B react (A + B k(t) −−→ C), a rate equation could be written as:
where k(t) is the reaction rate or absorption rate. In the framework of diffusion-controlled reactions theory ( [10, 21, 22] ), the case of a three-dimensional (3D) isotropic diffusion of A particle with coefficient DA with respect to immobile B sink-particles can be formally described with the help of the pairs spatial distribution function U (r, t), r being the distance between A and B. The distribution U (r, t) is normalized with respect to the mean spatial concentration CA(t). Both particles are assumed to be spherical with respective radii RA and RB, their sum, the contact distance, is noted R = RA + RB. As shown by Waite [10] , the spatial distribution function satisfies the Fickian-like equation:
but with specific boundary conditions depending on time and distance:
which correspond to an initially uniform spatial distribution of A:
stating that far from the sink the mean concentration of the medium CA(t) prevails. An additional boundary condition that has to be imposed is the Smoluchowski boundary condition [23] :
This corresponds to the case of a diffusion-controlled process which assumes instantaneous reaction of partners upon contact. Then solving Eq. 2 for U (r, t) the reaction rate can be calculated according to the flux of the U gradient through the sink surface:
3 Sink strengths in the 3D-0 and 3D-3D isotropic cases
In the case of spherical partners and 3D-diffusion of A with respect to the fixed sinks B (as they are immobile the dimensionality of their mobility is noted "0"), the reaction-rate can be further evaluated as:
The most well known form corresponds to its asymptotic form, where the short-time component has been neglected:
where κ 2 3D−0 is strictly speaking a sink-strength, a quantity which is connected with reaction (here absorption) rate by κ 2 AB = k(∞)CB/DA. The case where both species A and B undergo a 3D-random walk with respective diffusion coefficient DA and DB can be rigorously handled in random-walk calculations and results in the simple reaction rate expression where the sum of diffusion coefficients appears:
The apparent simplicity of this result may be the origin of the misleading conception that CSS expressions for two mobile partners can always simply be adapted from the fixed sink case by substituting the diffusion coefficient with a sum diffusion coefficients. As we will see in the next sections, this is valid only for purely isotropic 3D mobilities.
Sink strengths in the 1D-0 case
The case of one-dimensional diffusion of A mobile species with respect to a fixed density of sinks B (1D − 0) can also be treated with in framework of pairs diffusion, but the analytical resolution is more difficult. It leads first to time-dependent reaction rate [21] :
The variations of the t −1/2 term will be significant at short times. Physically, this corresponds to cases where some sinks are initially in the glide trajectory of the mobile and are, by chance, close enough for a fast reaction. In these specific situations, the 1D − 0 absorption rates can be quite large and comparable with (even possibly larger than) their 3D − 0 counterparts. At longer times, the time-dependent term will vary slowly, and may lead to much lower absorption rates compared to the 3D case. With the preceding considerations, we see that it may then be legitimate to solve this equation for steady state conditions and then to input the steady state concentration back into the differential equation as done by Barashev et al. [2] :
which, apart from a factor 8 3π
and neglecting that the last term on the right, is identical to the expression classically obtained by a statistical mechanics treatment of 1D random-walks towards a distribution of sink pairs (see [2, 24] ):
To stress out how it compares to 3D − 0 CSS in term of orders of magnitude, let us a consider the following approximate relation:
where ΦB is the volume fraction of sinks B. Thus, when the size of immobile sinks is large compared to that of the mobile clusters and when both volume fractions are small, then the 1D − 0 CSS is also very small compared to its 3D counterpart.
Sink strengths in the 1DR-0 case
The case of absorption rates for species with a mixed 1D to 3D mobility towards a fixed sinks (1DR − 0 in our notation) has been solved by several authors [2, 25, 26] . Their work intents to account for the complex random walks observed for some small defects clusters as observed in molecular dynamics simulations [6, 7, 8, 9] or as suspected from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations [27] . Several seminal HVEM (high voltage electron microscopy) observations [3, 4] have clearly pointed out the 1D character of the mobility of large dislocation loops when untrapped from impurities. Other studies [27] have also suggested the direct observation of the theoretically expected Burger's vector changes of visible loops, but because this phenomenon is a priori more likely for very small loops which are not resolved in classical TEM observation conditions, these observations seem to be rare. The usual derivation of the related CSS relies on the parameterization of the average mean free-path before rotation ch = dj exp(E/kBT ) by introducing a so-called rotation energy E, and where dj is the atomic jump distance, kB Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature. This energy should be related to the minimization of the elastic interaction of the loop and the surroundings field [28] , but here we shall simply consider it as a "black box" parameter continuously describing the whole range of mixed 1DR mobilities from pure 3D mobility (E = 0 or ch ≤ dj) to pure 1D mobility (E = ∞ or large enough so that ch is larger than the average distance before absorption, the inverse square root of the 3D-CSS). Using either random-walk statistical treatment [2] or diffusion equations [25] both yield the same result:
where
6 Sink strengths in the 1D-1D isotropic case
A solution to the case of both reaction partners having a 1D mobility was proposed by Gösele and co-workers invoking its equivalence to the case of a 2D-mobile specie with respect to a fixed sink [15] . To justify this approximation the authors invoked the additivity of diffusion tensors, where directly assumed to be homogeneous in space and time. One may also understand this equivalence from the geometrical argument that any pair of (A, B) reaction partners having non-colinear but co-planar glide directions may be described by their midpoint (the center of the [A, B] segment) as illustrated on figure 1. The motion can then be described by the 2D-random walk of the midpoint in the plane until it reaches a distance R from the intersection of the two glide directions and is then considered to be absorbed. Assuming both particles have the same jump frequencies Γ and distances dj, the lattice associated to the midpoint's random walk is scaled down to √ 2/2 times the original one. Using the relation: where the correlation factor f will here be neglected (f = 1) and where N is the dimensionality of the random walk. Equating jump frequencies for N = 1 and N = 2 yields that relevant diffusion coefficient for the midpoint is four time smaller than the original one. For the isotropic case (DA = DB = D), it is thus relevant to use 2D-0 absorption rates according to Gösele and Huntley [29] which are given by analogy with the solution 2D-heat flow [30] :
where J0 and Y0 are respectively Bessel and Neumann functions of zero order. For long times, this expression was approximated by the equation:
where,
using asymptotic expansions of integrals involving Bessel and Neumann functions. According to their analysis, the function α(t) is a slowly decreasing function of time, which bears further approximation for long times:
As noted by the authors, if in practice the logarithmic terms actually stays quite constant, this results in apparently second order kinetics, just like 3D − 0 ones and at variance with the third order (due to the CAC 2 B term) ones for 1D − 0 kinetics. But at variance with the authors we will stress out in the next sections, that this should not be a reason for simply assimilating 1D − 1D CSS to 3D − 0 ones in general, as the "prefactors" will not have the same order of magnitude when the volume fraction is very small and the diffusion coefficient ratio will play a very different role in both CSS expressions. Actually, if we follow the authors view, the previous equation Eq. 20 only accounts for the non-colinear glides interactions, so it has to be complemented with a term for colinear glides interactions
. As its time-independent form is not explicited by the authors, we propose to adopt the following expression:
ensuing from the symmetric role of A and B mobilities. If the number of crystallographic variants of the glide direction is noted v (four, for the 1/2 111 family), each variant has (v − 1) non-colinear variants, and the overall reaction-rate would read:
keeping in mind that in typical cases where the initial volume fractions are moderate, the colinear part should often be negligible compared to the non-colinear part. The whole approach has been checked by its authors in one condition. But as it relies on the initial assumption that the diffusion tensors being homogeneous in space, it may be questionable when dealing with small defect clusters whose spatial extend can be comparable to the relevant interplanar spacing d. More precisely, cases where we have non-colinear but also non-coplanar glide directions complicates this picture, as there are clearly situations where the distance between glide lines is larger than interaction distance and thus no absorption occurs at all. As these considerations seem to be completely missing from the literature, the geometrical conditions for the 1D − 1D equivalence to 2D − 0 will now be addressed by calculating an equivalent effective radius.
A simplified geometrical necessary condition for the reaction on two non-colinear 1D-mobile species at a minimal distance h is illustrated on figure 2: the contact condition between capture spheres of radii RA and RB is equivalent to the contact condition between a point and a sphere with radius R ef f = (RA + RB) 2 − h 2 . Now we may weight this effective radius according to the distribution of h values. Assuming an A-type particle sits at the center of a slab at z = 0, let ρ be the density of B-type species in a slab at z = h that are non-colinear to a given A orientation. If CB ≥ CA, the interaction range of the A-particle with the Bparticles is modeled by the Wigner-Seitz radius (see Fig. 3 Figure 3 : Assignment of a linear density along z of potentially non-colinearly interacting B-particle to an A-particle sitting in the center of slab delimited by its Wigner-Seitz distance.
glide variants are evenly distributed). Thus in the slab at z = h, there are:
B-particles assigned to A for potential non-colinear interaction, d being the relevant interplanar spacing and jump distance.
Casting this quantity into a linear density along the z axis yields:
A /d there are on average more than one B in each slab and the average effective radius is greater than R:
In other cases, R ef f < R, and we now model the distribution of distances h as nearest neighbor distances along the z direction for example with a Poisson distribution P (ρ, h) [31] :
assuming ρR < 1, and including the Heaviside function H to impose that pairs for which h > R do not contribute. Then the average effective radius may be taken as an average of R ef f being distributed according to Eq. 28:
where I1 and L1 are the modified Bessel function of the first kind and the Struve function respectively. This can be further approximated for small ρR values:
which after Taylor-expanding a rational function of ρR leads to: Figure 4 : Ratio of the analytical CSS including the effective radius correction over the effective CSS estimated by OKMC as a function of the decimal logarithm of C A = C B in cm −3 . The effective CSS were calculated according to the convergence conditions detailed in the companion paper [1] . Cluster radii sums are 4 nm (cluster radii sums of 2 to 6 nm did not show any significant difference). Glide direction families are indicated in the legend. For comparison with an older approach, the evaluation of Eq. 24 for the corresponding families are represented as accordingly colored straight lines.
This approximation happens to be very close to the evaluations of Eq. 29 whenever ρR 0.1. This can also be used as condition for the validity of this last approximation: for example assuming CA = CB and a radii sum of 4 nm, the order of magnitude of the maximum CA compatible with the approximation is about C max A
10
16 cm −3 . This is often above densities we expect in typical condition for such large objects (compared to monomers).
Note that this derivation has a major difference with that of Gösele and co-workers: here the fv terms accounting for the proportion of colinear and non-colinear interactions have vanished after the approximation to small ρR leading to the simple R ef f = π/4 factor. On figure 4 , it can be seen that either in a 1/2 111 , 1/2 110 glide direction system, the effective sink strengths calculated in the low ρR regime indeed agree with this "universal" π/4 factor (up to the 5% typical coefficient of variation in the estimates) and while the previous expression Eq. 20 would lead to more than larger discrepency in some cases. When ρR exceeds 0.1, the factors for proportions of colinear interactions may start to play a role, as it seems on Fig.  4 but the extend of this regime is quite limited, because these coefficients are also in turn exceeded at very large volume fractions and the relevant factor may be then π/2. With this simplified model of the condition for 1D − 1D non-coplanar absorptions, we see that they can indeed be treated as 2D − 0: depending on the concentrations the two possible corrections may either increase of decrease the effective radius, but none may not change the order of magnitude of the CSS. It also appears that the very general geometrical condition for interaction that we have established plays a major role compared to variants coefficients fv and that this development is relevant in the regime low to moderate volume fraction that is essential in many cases of interest.
Another major shortcoming of Gösele et al.'s expression is that as such it is limited to cases where CA = CB, which makes it of little practical use for RECD parameterizations which must describe all possible couples of reactions.
To extend it, we use as a guideline a steady-state approximation procedure in the same spirit as that recall at section 4 and then we validate it. Now assuming CA > CB and that no other reaction interferes, we always have:
The time dependent solution is easily obtained assuming again that α(t) = α and that has to be determined self-consistently. Then solving for the half-reaction time and inserting it back into α yields a steady-state proposal the CSS expression. After additional Taylor expansions for small δ/C 0 B , this leads to the following simple yet physically non-trivial absorption rate expression:
A validation of this expression is displayed on figure 5 , where the ratio of the previous expression over the effective absorption rate is represented depending on logarithm of both concentrations. We see that the proposed expression matches the CSS with only about 5% discrepancy all over the range of concentrations investigated for 1/2 111 . For 1/2 110 , the agreement is also important, but the discrepancy may exceed 10% when the concentration ratio exceeds a factor 3.
Sink strengths in the 3D anisotropic case
The case of transverse diffusion anisotropy was treated by Gösele and Seeger [21] . As such, transverse diffusion anisotropy absorption rate describes the effect of different diffusion constants depending on jump direction. This is originally meant to describe diffusion in an anisotropic medium due to material texture at the meso-scale or non-cubic lattice symmetry such as the hcp, and seems at first sight of little use for our concern of having general absorption rates for complex mobilities in the perfect cubic-type lattices (bcc and fcc) of interest. But, following Gösele and Seeger [21] , we will consider that as the diffusion tensors are additive as suggested by Eq. 9. Indeed because in the present case one of the reactants has a 3D mobility, the geometric condition for interaction does not seem to requiere any specific treatment (whatever the geometric configuration the relevant radius is always R) and diffusion tensor additivity seems to hold quite generally. The rate for A − B absorptions with respective tensors D A and D B , are then equivalent to the rates for a specie with diffusion tensor D A + D B with respect to a fixed sink. This assumption made, the case of A having an isotropy 3D-random walk while B moves 1D, is easily handled with the "3D-anisotropy" results that follow.
If we consider that the total diffusion tensor has three diagonal components Dx = Dy = Dρ and Dz, the absorption rate can be cast in analytical forms in the following three limiting cases:
4πR, for Dz Dρ,
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Dz Dρ
R, for Dz Dρ where only the long time terms were retained from the developments of Woo [32] and
1/3 is the rescaled average diffusion coefficient relevant to this type of anisotropy. It is generally convenient in RECD to have CSS proportional to the sum of diffusion coefficients DA + DB that we can state as Dz and assume to be constant without loss of generality: the diffusion coefficient dependencies of the previous cases can indeed be cast in the following form:
Now, to establish the CSS expression relevant to EA = ∞ and EB = 0, we can choose 
Sink strengths in the 1D-1D anisotropic case
We are now addressing the most general case for two 1D random walks where DA = DB . Having established in section 6 the correcting factor allows the 1D −1D equivalence to 2D −0, we may now exploit further this analogy. The 2D equivalent diffusion problem should now be that of an anisotropically diffusing specie, with diffusion tensor
Explicit statement of the steady-state pair probability density diffusion yields:
The solution shares some similarities with isotropic case, with the difference that the circular symmetry-related Bessel functions have to be replaced by their elliptical symmetry-related counterpart: Mathieu functions [33] . For an explicit analytical resolution of absorption rates, one should then, in principle, calculate the stationary flux of pair concentration current through the capture surface as reminded in section 2. Theses steps might be much more difficult that in the isotropic case because Mathieu's functions asymptotic expansions are much more difficult to manipulate that Bessel's one [34] and even the numerical evaluation of the multiple summations involved when applying specific boundary conditions can be a challenge in itself [35] .
Further exploiting the 2D−0 analogy completely alleviates this difficulties: we may directly transpose all the factors that are not bound to a specific cluster geometry for any CSS of a 2D-anisotropic specie with respect to a fixed sink. After a series of non-trivial simplifications, Woo and co-workers [36, 32] have established the general form of this absorption rate for anisotropically diffusing species absorbed at a dislocation line of given orientation. Their result is better known for its use in the so-called "DAD model" for "Diffusion Anisotropy Driven" growth of loops in hcp crystals. Adapting it to the geometry of our problem yields (following the definition of λ from [36] , λ = π/2):
for DA > DB and D being here the rescaled average diffusion coefficient relevant to 2D diffusion: (DADB) 1/2 . We note here the non-trivial dependency of the CSS to diffusion coefficient ratio to the power −1/3, which will be central in the interpretations of the companion paper [1] . Strickly speaking, the preceding result is valid only when the glide direction variant are orthogonal, that is in the case of the 100 system. When it is not the case, one should correct the diffusion coefficient ratio for non-orthotropy using the formulas from the Appendix.
Summary and conclusions
To summarize, adequate definition of CSS refers to the notion of pair diffusion and its flux across the capture surface. This framework allows to establish some of the most classical results on CSS: the simple additivity of diffusion coefficients in the case of 3D−3D interactions. For the case of 1D mobility with respect to a fixed sink, the calculation rather involves the random-walk first passage framework and when including the possibility for mixed 1D to 3D mobilities, the calculation is more involved, and it currently seems out of reach to extend analytically the case of both species having mixed mobilities. Indeed, in a simple limiting case where diffusion coefficients are equal and rotations not considered, an expression of CSS may be proposed by equivalence to 2D − 0 CSS. The condition for this equivalence yields an expression for an effective radius that seems more accurate at moderate volume fractions than previous expressions from the literature. Then, when concentrations are not equal the CSS must also be adapted to account for the number of effective pairs. This palliates another major shortcoming of the literature. When the conditions for diffusion tensor additivity are met, equivalences may be further exploited and "anisotropic" CSS expressions for 1DA − 1DB and 1DA −3DB can then be proposed. These expressions differ from their "isotropic" counterparts by a "scaling factor": the diffusion coefficient ratio elevated an exponent characteristic of the dimensionality involved. As was noted by some authors, the other factors may not change the second order character of the reaction rate for 1DA − 1DB. Nevertheless the scaling factors neglected so far are significant for the actual magnitude of CSS. These new limiting cases will be used in a companion paper [1] for the interpretation of effective CSS maps and the built up of general semi-analytical formula depending on radii, diffusion coefficients, concentrations and rotation energies. : Left: ellipsis corresponding to diffusion tensor Eq. 37 and its natural non-orthogonal system R = {0, x = x, y }. Right: conversion of the ellipsis into the system R" = {0, x", y"}.
A Correction for the diffusion non-orthotropy
The preceding results on sink strengths all rely on the implicit but important assumption that the diffusion is orthotropic so that diagonal diffusion tensors are given on an orthonormal base. Otherwise, pair diffusion equations would not have a Laplacian form and would have a cumbersome
cross-term to be treated. Of course, this only happens in the present very specific case where we use continuous diffusion to model random walks along a discreet directions. Indeed the highlighted cases of interest, species correspond to 1/2 111 gliding loops. There are four crystallographic variants of this directions and the angle between any pair of them is β = arccos(1/3) 0.39π. One classical way, to deal with it is to apply variable transformation to cast the partial differential equation (PDE) into its canonical form (i.e. is without cross-terms). A systematic way of operating these transformations can be obtained using singular values decomposition. We will now use a particular case of this procedure, resorting on rotations only, and determine the series of transformations needed to cast the PDE in a canonical form. This will provide us the rescaling factors that must be applied to the diffusion coefficients when we adapt CSS results for orthotropic diffusion to our nonorthotropic cases.
Formally, working either with the PDE, the diffusion tensor D, or the related elliptic equation are all equivalent and for manipulation purposes we choose the latter two formulation because of their intuitive geometrical interpretation. In the non-orthogonal coordinate system of glide directions R = {0, x, y } (see Fig. 6 ) writes:
If we express the diffusion tensor in the R = {0, x, y} orthonormal system using the transfer matrix P: 
Our goal now is to convert this equation into the usual elliptic form
in a R = {0, x", y"} system which corresponds to R system rotated to an angle γ as illustrated on Fig. 6 . Inserting x = x cos γ − y sin γ, y = x sin γ + y cos γ,
into the previous equation and imposing the cancellation of the cross-term yields
and identification of ellipse factors gives: 
These are the effective diffusion coefficients to be substituted in place of DA and DB inside the CSS expressions to account for the non-orthotropy. They can be more directly estimated Taylor-expanding A and B to the first order of b/a (or equivalently DB/DA being small enough) leads to the much simpler formulas:
and thus
For the case of 1/2 111 glides which is highlighted in this paper, because the angle between crystallographic variants arccos(1/3) is somehow not so far from π/2, the correction on CSS for non-orthotropic diffusion happens to be relatively modest even when DA DB: it is about a factor 0.9 (of course for DA = DB the ratio is one, as no correction is needed). The correction is more substantial when considering, for example, absorptions between 1/2 111 loops and 100 ones (which are known to coexists in irradiated bcc-iron [37, 38] ). The smallest angle between glide direction would then be divided by two, so the correction on CSS could then become quite significant (about 0.6).
